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INT. PIZZA HUT - DAY

ELLIOT, 17 years, very handsome. He is in a black leather

jacket with a white tee-shirt underneath. He seems to be

engrossed in the chat he is having with the people on his

table. To his left is SANDRA, 17 years and very beautiful.

She has her hair short, shaved on the sides and trimmed

nicely on the edges. She is in a fitting blue pilot shirt

that accentuates her curvy feminine body. Across her is

another beautiful damsel, CELESTE. She is 17 and has a

darker complexion, she has neat dreadlocks on her head, she

is wearing a football jersey with her name printed on the

back, everything about her screams tomboy. A box of Pizza

sits in the middle of the table. They are seated near the

entrance

ELLIOT keeps throwing looks to a table on the other side of

the restaurant

CELESTE

(turning around, trying to

figure out what Elliot is

staring at)

Who have you been checking out for

the last 10 minutes?

ELLIOT

(startled, tries to play it

down)

What? Nothing, I haven’t been

checking out anything

SANDRA

I noticed too, he is been throwing

looks towards that table, it must

be a girl

CELESTE

(smiling, looking behind her

again)

I bet it’s that pretty light

skinned angel in that yellow shirt

We cut to the table in question just in time to catch the

girl in the yellow top look straight at Elliot before

quickly looking down, a slight blush.

We immediately cut to ELLIOT who also quickly looks away,

but he is not fast enough, Sandra and Celeste catch it all

SANDRA

Jackpot! You have to go talk to

her Elliot

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

ELLIOT

Come on guys, this is not what you

think

CELESTE

You are going to talk to that girl,

you two had a moment there and you

are going to do something about it

ELLIOT

No I am not

Just then the girl and her friends rise up, picking their

bags ready to leave, she throws Elliot another quick look

SANDRA

Goddammit Elliot! Do something

ELLIOT

Seriously guys, stop this please

CELESTE

(under her breath)

Okay here they come, this is your

chance dude. Stand up and stop her

The group slowly approach them and as they walk past the

table the girl in the yellow top looks at Elliot, this time

for a much longer period, anticipation playing in her eyes,

hoping that Elliot would do something...Elliot stares back

too, he looks like he is about to stand up and grab her hand

but he does not, he just looks on as they disappear through

the door and out of sight

CELESTE

(Giving Elliot an incredulous

look)

Seriously!!

SANDRA

I can’t believe you just let her

walk past you like that

ELLIOT

I already told you guys it was

nothing

CELESTE

You just let a what could have been

walk out of your life like that,

you are so lame it hurts

(CONTINUED)
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SANDRA

Come to think of it I have never

seen you with a girlfriend

CELESTE

Wait, now that you have mentioned

it, he really has never had a

girlfriend....

(she trails off)

Elliot

ELLIOT

What

SANDRA

Are you?

ELLIOT

Am I what

CELESTE

(in a low voice)

Are you gay?

ELLIOT

(he chokes and nearly spits

out the drink he is having)

Come on! Are you two really

serious?

SANDRA

Well?

ELLIOT

Well what?

SANDRA

Are you gay?

ELLIOT

(slightly irritated now)

No I am not!!

CELESTE

Thank God

SANDRA

But you really need to get a

girlfriend dude, or else people

will start thinking other things

about you

(CONTINUED)
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ELLIOT

What people think of me is non of

my concern...and so you may know I

have had a girlfriend before

CELESTE

What, in this life? When and who

was that?

ELLIOT

Nicole, in 8th grade

SANDRA

Nicole? The one who used to wear

glasses and had braces?

CELESTE

Eeeew

ELLIOT

What’s that supposed to mean, she

was beautiful

SANDRA

She was not your girlfriend Elliot

ELLIOT

Yes she was, we sat together

through that whole year

CELESTE

(face palms)

Oooh My God, you really are

helpless. This is worse than I

thought

ELLIOT

What, when you sit with someone

from the opposite sex that

means....

SANDRA

Shut up Elliot

CELESTE

(to Sandra)

We will have to take things into

our own hands sis

SANDRA

Yep, looks like an intervention is

needed here

(CONTINUED)
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ELLIOT

I don’t like the sound of that,

what are you guys planning to do

SANDRA AND CELESTE

(at the same time)

Shut up Elliot!

INT: ELLIOT’S HOUSE - EVENING

Elliot walks into the house and kicks off his shoes at the

door. He tries to make his way up the stairs to his room but

he is intercepted by a woman. She is taller than him and she

glares down at him, an apron across her waist. This is MRS.

GERTRUDE MALOBA, 43 years, Elliot’s mother

GERTRUDE

(looking at her watch)

What did I say about coming home

this late

ELLIOT

(tries to play it down)

Hey mom, want a hug?

GERTRUDE

I am not playing young man, where

have you been, you know I don’t

like it when yous stay out this

late, it is dangerous out there you

know

ELLIOT

(crestfallen)

I know ma, I am sorry. I was

hanging out with my friends and we

lost track of time, I am sorry

GERTRUDE

(sniffing around him)

Go get a shower, you are

stinking....and be be down for

supper in 5

ELLIOT

(mock salute)

Yes Maam!



6.

INT: ELLIOT’S HOUSE - THE DINING TABLE - EVENING

They have just finished having dinner. ELLIOT helps his

mother to clear the table as his elder brother JASON, 25

joins their father, PATRICK MALOBA, 49 in the living room to

watch a football match

In the kitchen

ELLIOT

Leave the dishes to me, I will

handle that

GERTRUDE

I thought you were going to watch

the game with the others?

ELLIOT

Nah, I am not that much into

football, too physical for my taste

GERTRUDE

(smiling)

Okay, if you insist. Don’t break my

plates though

ELLIOT

I will be careful, now get out of

here.

INT: ELLIOT’S HOUSE - MOMENTS LATER - NIGHT

Elliot switches off the kitchen lights and closes the door

behind him. He makes his way up the stairs to his room

PATRICK

I thought you were going to watch

the game with us?

ELLIOT

I am a bit tired today, I am going

to get some rest

JASON

He is a weird one, a man who

doesn’t love football, that’s a

first

ELLIOT

Good night guys

(CONTINUED)
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He gets no response, he walks up to his room and throws

himself on the bed. He stares at the ceiling for a few

seconds before closing his eyes.

FADE OUT.

INT. A CLASSROOM - DAY

Elliot sits by the window looking out, Celeste is sitting

behind him. The lecturer’s voice rambles on in the

background. We cut to a shot of the whole class, some are

paying attention to the lecture, some are just struggling to

sit through it all.

Celeste hits Elliot with a piece of paper. He turns around

and silently asks ’what?’ with his hands. Celeste motions

with his hands asking him to pay attention to the class.

Elliot smiles and looks at the lecturer.

EXT. THE CAFETERIA - DAY

Elliot, Celeste and Sandra are each holding trays of food.

They slowly navigate through the crowd of students and pick

out an empty table at the furthest end where they go and sit

down

CELESTE

Where in the world were you today

SANDRA

I slept late last night so waking

up in the morning was quite a

hassle, I didn’t miss much did I?

ELLIOT

You missed a very beautiful lullaby

today, I slept through the whole

lecture

SANDRA

I hope you wrote notes though

CELESTE

Don’t worry, I got you covered.

Just then Elliot zones out, his eyes locked on someone...we

follow his gaze and we see the same girl from yesterday, she

is in a beautiful red dress walking with the same group of

friends she was with at the Pizzeria. Celeste and Sandra

follow his gaze and they turn to Elliot

(CONTINUED)
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CELESTE

You do realize staring at her

doesn’t help you in any way

ELLIOT

(snapping back to reality)

What? I was not staring

SANDRA

That is interesting, I didn’t know

she was from this school, she must

be new

CELESTE

I love that dress, it looks really

nice on her

SANDRA

It really does, too bad the guy she

is trying to impress is a scared

little cat

CELESTE

Really really sad, she just

happened to fall for a guy who

can’t even look a girl in the eye

ELLIOT

Hallo, I am still here

SANDRA

Celeste, are you thinking what I am

thinking

CELESTE

Does it involve the two of us

taking things into our hands?

SANDRA

Yes it does, what say you we talk

to that girl, maybe invite her to

hang out with us and hook this

retard up

CELESTE

That is definitely what I was

thinking too

ELLIOT

(panicking)

No guys, please. Don’t do that

(CONTINUED)
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SANDRA

Are you doing anything after this?

CELESTE

No, I am free. Looks like we have a

mission on our hands

SANDRA

Yes we do

ELLIOT

Sandra, Celeste, please. Don’t do

this, you don’t understand

CELESTE

Sandra, do you hear that noise,

like someone trying to talk to us

SANDRA

Yeah, It sounds like a buzz in my

ear, I can’t hear anything clearly

ELLIOT

I hate you guys.

EXT. A PARK - DAY

A beautiful park littered with students huddled in groups,

scattered all over. Some are sitting on the reading benches,

others are lying on the ground, reading, laughing. Having a

good time.

We cut to a shot of the pretty girl from before, this time

she is alone, slowly walking along the pavement, eyes fixed

ahead, earphones hanging from her ears.

We cut to a shot of Sandra and Celeste trailing her. They

dart from tree to tree trying to maintain their cover, using

confused hand signs to communicate...a hilarious sight

SANDRA

(looking confused at the hand

signs made by Celeste, in a

hushed voice)

What?

CELESTE

(craning her neck forward,

cupping her ears)

I can’t hear you

(CONTINUED)
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SANDRA

(Gesturing with her hands)

What?

CELESTE

(a resigned look, to herself)

This is not working

With that she steps from behind the tree and quickly walks

towards the girl they have been stalking, she gently taps

her on the shoulder. The girl turns around, startled

CELESTE

Hallo

GIRL

Hallo?

Sandra catches up with them, she tugs at Celeste

SANDRA

(whispering)

What are you doing

CELESTE

(ignores her)

Uhm, sorry to disturb your stroll,

I am Celeste and this is Sandra

SANDRA

(nervously)

Hi

GIRL

(still confused)

Hi, can I help you?

CELESTE

As a matter of fact yes, we want

you to help us help you

GIRL

I don’t understand

CELESTE

It’s about a guy called Elliot

SANDRA

Celeste!

GIRL

Who is Elliot, I don’t know any guy

called Elliot...what has this got

to do with me

(CONTINUED)
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CELESTE

Well, how do I put it....the two of

you have been staring at each other

without doing anything since

yesterday

The girl eyes the two for minute, slowly loading...her eyes

then light up, familiarity established

GIRL

Aaaah, I get it now...you were at

Pizza Hut yesterday, you were

sitting just near the entrance, you

and that cute guy

CELESTE

Yea, that was us....that cute guy

we were with, that’s Elliot

GIRL

(suddenly looking a bit

scared)

Oh My God! I am so sorry, is he

your boyfriend

SANDRA AND CELESTE

No!!

GIRL

(taken aback by their

reaction)

Oooh, Okay....So what is this all

about

SANDRA

You see the two of you kept eying

each other yesterday but you didn’t

talk..

CELESTE

(cuts in)

And Elliot is a bit of a shy guy

SANDRA

So we decided to like step in a

little

CELESTE

And speed things up a bit....for

the two of you

(CONTINUED)
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GIRL

I don’t follow

SANDRA

We want you to hook up with him

GIRL

(blushes)

Oooh, I see...I don’t know

CELESTE

You said he was cute, that means

you fancy him

GIRL

Yeah but...

SANDRA

And he also likes you, he couldn’t

stop staring at you today when you

passed by the cafeteria

GIRL

He did?

CELESTE

Hell yeah, we had to slap him back

into reality.

GIRL

So what do you want me to do?

SANDRA

We want you to go on a date with

him

GIRL

Is he aware of this?

SANDRA AND CELESTE

(quickly, unconvincingly)

Of course!

GIRL

(throws them a dubious look)

Okay..so when is that date?

SANDRA

Any day you are free

GIRL

I am free tomorrow, I don’t have

any class

(CONTINUED)
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CELESTE

Same here! Perfect

SANDRA

You can leave us with your number

and we will give you directions for

tomorrow

GIRL

Okay

CELESTE

And before we forget...what’s your

name?

GIRL

Dana

CELESTE

Okay Dana, thank you for your time.

We will call you later. Bye, stay

safe

DANA

You too

Dana stands there for a moment watching the two hurry away

like two excited children, she shakes her head with a smile

and continues on her way

EXT/INT. ELLIOT’S HOUSE - NEXT DAY

Sandra and Celeste approach the door and give it a knock. We

hear footsteps approaching as they wait impatiently at the

door. The door swings open and a sleepy looking Elliot peeps

out. He blinks twice because of the light, a look of

surprise when he notices the two

ELLIOT

Uhhm...what are you guys doing

here?

The two push past him without a word and walk in

Hey! I am talking to yo.....Damn

it!

The two girls walk straight to the living room and find Mrs.

Gertrude having breakfast, she is elated to see them

GERTRUDE

Hallo ladies, how nice of you to

drop by, care for some breakfast?

(CONTINUED)
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SANDRA

Hallo Mrs. Gertrude

CELESTE

Thank you Mrs. Gertrude

GERTRUDE

(notices the bag they are

carrying)

What’s that?

CELESTE

Ooh this...this is a suit

GERTRUDE

A suit?

SANDRA

Yeah, Elliot’s suit

ELLIOT

(walking into the room)

I have heard someone mention my

name

GERTRUDE

They brought you a suit

ELLIOT

A suit? What for?

CELESTE

For a date

ELLIOT

What tha...

SANDRA

You have a date in an hour

CELESTE

With Dana

ELLIOT

Who is Dana? What are you guys

talking about? What is this

GERTRUDE

Elliot is going on a date...with an

actual girl?

(CONTINUED)
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SANDRA

Aha, a very pretty one

ELLIOT

(when he realizes what they

are talking about)

I am not going to that date

SANDRA, CELESTE AND GERTRUDE

Yes you are!!

CELESTE

(hands him the suit)

Go get ready young man, you do know

how to put on a suit, yea?

Elliot glares at Celeste without saying a word, he walks up

to his room grumbling

GERTRUDE

How did you do it, he has never

brought a girl home, let alone

being seen with one

CELESTE

We saw a girl he fancied and we

decided to do something about it

GERTRUDE

You know I always thought the

reason why he has never been seen

with another girl was because he

was dating one of you

SANDRA

No

CELESTE

No

GERTRUDE

Mmmh...I see...what about you, do

you have boyfriends?

SANDRA

(awkward face)

It’s complicated

CELESTE

(off Gertrude’s inquisitive

look)

Extra complicated too

(CONTINUED)
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GERTRUDE

Hahahaha, Okay, I will stop

prodding further

Elliot slowly comes down the stairs in his suit moments

later, he is looking sharp and more handsome than ever

SANDRA

Wow, look at that

ELLIOT

I am not going to ask how you guys

happened to know my exact

measurements and size but this is

weird

GERTRUDE

You should start wearing suits more

often, you are looking good

ELLIOT

This is going to be a

disaster..where is this date

happening anyway..................


